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11Abstract Since 1998, we have been developing and researching CoWeb, a version of
12Wiki designed to support collaborative learning. In this article, we summarize our
13results of situating CoWeb across the academic landscape of Georgia Tech. In
14architecture, CoWeb enabled faculty to serve more students in a design-based course.
15In English composition, a comparison study demonstrated significant learning ben-
16efits without incurring disproportionate costs. Yet, situating CoWeb was not always
17successful. In many STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
18classes, however, students actively resisted collaboration. From these studies, we
19conclude that the culture of the classroom and the discipline needs to be compatible
20with the medium for Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning to be effective.
21Finally, we demonstrate how collaboration can be designed into the culture. A new
22class on introductory computing was explicitly designed to take advantage of the
23collaborative possibilities that CoWeb affords. We report our findings of the success
24of this approach. We characterize this research as a scholarship of application. We
25demonstrate that this mode of scholarship is a viable mode of scholarship in the
26learning sciences. Unlike traditional scholarship of discovery, we are not solely
27concerned with discovering new knowledge. Instead, we support others in the ap-
28plication of a new technology to serve genuine and complex learning situations. By
29doing so, we seek to understand the potential that one new medium, a Wiki, has for
30supporting learning.
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33Understanding a New Medium

34Media, the channels through which we forge and communicate meaning, affect us as
35individuals and as a society (McLuhan, 1964; Meyrowitz, 1985). New media change
36how we relate to ideas, to others, and to ourselves (Turkle, 1984; 1995). As such, a
37new medium has the potential to be a powerful and natural learning environment
38(Rick & Lamberty, 2005). Unfortunately, realizing that potential is challenging
39(Bolter & Grusin, 1999). The effect that a new medium has on society and
40individuals is frequently not envisioned by its creator; typically, it is only understood
41in hindsight (McLuhan, 1964).
42When Gutenberg started printing Bibles, he had no idea that the medium would
43eventually lead to a loss of power for the Medieval Church (McLuhan, 1962). As
44Bibles became more accessible, the church no longer had a monopoly over religious
45information (and thereby salvation). People could read the Bibles in their own
46native language by themselves. The printing press enabled Luther, and the Church
47was changed forever.
48When Edison invented the phonograph, he envisioned a Btalking machine’’ that
49could be used for correspondence and dictation (Radick, 2003). Edison’s original
50phonograph could both record and play back audio. Market forces, however,
51wanted something different. Commercially, the phonograph only succeeded as a
52playback machine.
53The desktop user interface (i.e., overlapping windows, mouse, menus, etc.) was
54invented at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the 1970s. Yet, the
55personal computer explosion driven by that interface in the 1980s was not driven by
56Xerox. Why? When Xerox executives were shown the new personal computer, they
57failed to recognize its commercial potential (Stone, 1998). Some feared that a
58personal computer spelled doom for paper, Xerox’s key business. Xerox failed to
59capitalize on the opportunity and others introduced the world to the personal
60computer.
61As these examples demonstrate, understanding a new medium is a difficult
62undertaking. It often requires significant use and evolution of the medium itself. In
63this article, we summarize our efforts to understand the learning potential of one
64new medium, Ward Cunningham’s WikiWikiWeb (or Wiki). In November 1997, we
65started developing our own wiki implementation, CoWeb (Collaborative Websites),
66to serve learning purposes. Since then, we have worked with faculty in other
67departments of Georgia Institute of Technology to deploy CoWeb to serve learning
68needs.
69In this article, we describe our research efforts involving CoWeb. First, we
70ground our approach theoretically. Extending traditional notions of scholarship, we
71characterize our work as what Boyer (1990) terms a scholarship of application in
72design-based research. We apply the new medium to practical learning situations.
73Thereby, we hope to both support learning in these situations and to better
74understand the medium. Next, we detail four attempts to situate CoWeb into
75different learning situations. All four attempts are to support collaborative learning
76in Georgia Tech undergraduate classes; however, each focuses on a different socio-
77cultural context. These contexts affect not only the success of CoWeb, but also the
78nature of the research. Finally, we reflect on our findings to gain a better
79understanding of both our medium and learning in situ.
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80Categorizing Design-Based Research

81Recently, design-based research (DBR) has received considerable attention from
82the learning sciences, earning special consideration in both Educational Researcher
83(vol. 32, no. 1) and The Journal of the Learning Sciences (vol. 13, no. 1). DBR is a
84paradigm for the study of learning in context through systematic design and study of
85that design in practice (Collins, 1992). Two parts are essential—iterative develop-
86ment and authentic contexts. In an iterative development cycle, the design informs
87the research and the research informs the design. Acknowledging that crucial
88aspects of learning are missing in a laboratory context (Lave, 1997), DBR is situated
89in authentic contexts, such as the classroom (Barab & Squire, 2004). DBR aims to
90make sense of the complexity inherent to the authentic context.
91DBR has its roots in design experiments (Brown, 1992). Often, the terms design-
92based research and design experiments are used interchangeably; unfortunately, this
93undermines much of Brown’s contribution (McCandliss, Kalchman, & Bryant,
942003). Brown (1992) narrowly defines design experiments as iterating between the
95laboratory and the classroom. Work in the classroom informs the researcher on what
96to study in the laboratory. Work in the laboratory informs the design of the classroom.
97In that formulation, design experiments can be categorized as design-based research.
98But, not all design-based research can be categorized as design experiments.
99Since its inception (Collins, 1992; Brown, 1992), DBR has grown into a broad
100classification, encompassing a wide variety of research paradigms. Design experi-
101ments is just one. In this paper, we introduce another—situating a new medium. We
102categorize this paradigm for DBR as a scholarship of application.

103Scholarship in the Learning Sciences

104Traditionally, scholarship has been defined as original research that focuses on
105creating new knowledge for its own sake (Boyer, 1990). Boyer terms this mode
106the scholarship of discovery. To this traditional mode, he adds three additional
107modes of scholarship that are relevant to the modern academy: scholarship of
108integration, scholarship of application, and scholarship of teaching. Scholarship of
109integration is concerned with integrating knowledge by forging connections across
110disciplines. Instead of creating original research, the focus is on bringing new insight
111to bear on original research. Scholarship of application is concerned with applying
112knowledge to consequential problems and reflecting on that endeavor. Scholarship
113of teaching is concerned with teaching the knowledge of your field to others.
114While most learning sciences research conforms to the traditional discovery
115mode, the other modes are already represented. First, learning sciences is located at
116the intersection of several disciplines—education, psychology, computer science,
117etc. As such, there is a need for scholarship that integrates the disciplines. Next, as
118learning research often seeks to teach the skills and practices of another discipline,
119the research can be viewed as scholarship of teaching from that discipline’s
120perspective. So, for instance, research on math learning may be considered a
121scholarship of teaching from mathematics’s perspective. Finally, education is a
122consequential problem. A successful application of learning theories to solve an
123important learning problem is a significant contribution even if the solution is too
124concrete for new knowledge to be abstracted.
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125It is in this mode that we categorize our research. As in other design-based
126research, we start with an initial design. Then, we apply our design to solve
127consequential learning problems, iterating simultaneously on both the design and
128the authentic context of use. By reflecting on the results, we complete a scholarship
129of application. While this description might fit a scholarship of discovery, our
130contribution is different. Instead of trying to discover important abstract knowledge,
131we seek to create and understand an important concrete design.

132DBR: Discovery vs. Application

133Design-based research falls on a continuum between scholarship of discovery and
134scholarship of application. As in other disciplines (Boyer, 1990), the learning
135sciences has traditionally valued discovery more. For instance, design experiments
136are in the discovery mode: The goal of a design experiment is to abstract new
137knowledge that can be applied elsewhere (Brown, 1992). Yet, learning is a situated
138enterprise (Lave, 1997; Lave & Wenger, 1991). There are significant, complex
139learning problems that are not served by the discovery mode. These problems and
140their solutions are too complex and concrete to allow researchers to abstract from
141the socio-cultural context. Scholarship of application research aims to solve these
142problems and (to make it research) reflect on the solution.
143In the discovery mode, whether the design succeeds is less important than
144whether new knowledge can be discovered in the context. Barab and Squire (2004)
145recall a design experiment that showed significant improvements in learning, but the
146course was canceled because it was too costly. While the design experiment suc-
147ceeded (in discovery), the course failed (in application). In contrast, in the ap-
148plication mode, the success of the design is primary.
149Scholarship of application DBR acknowledges that practical considerations are
150also important. For a design to be sustained, it needs to be economically viable—the
151benefit must be worth the cost. It is necessary to consider issues of usability,
152scalability, and sustainability (Fishman, Marx, Blumenfeld, Krajcik, & Soloway,
1532004). Confining time and effort is crucial to a design’s success. For instance, using
154adult volunteers in CSCL has received considerable attention; however, as was
155made clear by the ICLS 2000 panel BScaling Educational On-line Communities: The
156Role of Volunteerism in Doing Large-Scale Educational Projects On-line,’’ the cost
157of recruiting and organizing volunteers is often substantial and prohibitive.
158Likewise, scaling a solution is not trivial (Songer, 1998).
159As it tries to solve significant, complex problems, research in the application
160mode tends to be larger in scope than research in the discovery mode. Because of its
161smaller scope, the discovery mode retains more control over its context. The context
162can be controlled in such a way as to abstract new knowledge. In contrast, results of
163a scholarship of application are more tied to the specific situation. The situated
164solution (i.e., the concrete design) is the contribution. In the discovery mode, the
165contribution is determined by the applicability of the new knowledge. In the
166application mode, the contribution is measured by the applicability of the concrete
167design.
168In this article, we detail one instance of a scholarship of application. We
169demonstrate the value of our solution and its applicability to learning. Through our
170solution (and our reflection), we make a significant contribution to the learning
171sciences. Thereby, we demonstrate that the application mode can be useful for
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172design-based research in the learning sciences. While we value scholarship of
173discovery, we feel it is important to acknowledge scholarship of application.

174Situating a New Medium

175New media change how we relate to ideas, to others, and to ourselves. As such, a
176new medium has the potential to be a powerful and natural learning environment.
177The computer is a particularly flexible tool to create new media (Kay & Goldberg,
1781977). Consequently, many (Papert, 1993; Resnick, Bruckman, & Martin, 1996;
179diSessa, 2000) have sought to harness this potential (of creating new media) for
180learning. In the field of CSCL, particular learning potential is found in computer
181networks, such as the Internet (Koschmann, 1996; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991).
182Through the network, learners can connect with information, peers, and experts.
183We, the authors, are computer scientists. As such, our contribution to the learning
184sciences tends to focus on the potential of the computer and the network.
185In this article, we concentrate on understanding the potential of one new me-
186dium, the WikiWikiWeb. As detailed in the next section, this medium has great
187potential to support collaborative learning. As with other new media, realizing
188that potential is far from trivial. Significant use is necessary to properly understand
189the potential of the new medium (Bolter & Grusin, 1999; McLuhan, 1964). Adopters
190need the freedom to innovate. The more contexts and uses the medium is applied to,
191the more likely it is that the true affordances of the new medium will emerge.
192As such, this research cannot be conducted within the limited scope and tight
193control of a scholarship of discovery. Instead, we opt for a scholarship of
194application. Our research aims are not to abstract new knowledge, but to better
195understand the medium. What are its affordances? In which situations and uses does
196it succeed? In which situations and uses does it fail? To answer these questions, the
197large scope and loose control of a scholarship of application are actually to our
198advantage. They help us better understand the new medium. Just as design exper-
199iments are a useful category of DBR in the discovery mode, we see situating a new
200medium as a useful category of DBR in the application mode. The methods are
201quite different, but each makes contributions to the learning sciences.

202CoWeb: A CSCL Wiki

203The World Wide Web was designed to be a particularly flexible medium (Berners-
204Lee, 1999). The flexibility of hypertext combined with a world-wide network of
205computers makes it a natural platform for creating new media. Blogs (or web-
206logs) are one example (Mortensen & Walker, 2002). Wiki is another (Leuf &
207Cunningham, 2001). A wiki is a website that invites all users to edit any page and add
208new pages, using only a regular web browser. The text is edited in an HTML text
209area without special applets or plug-ins. Cunningham termed the WikiWikiWeb after
210the Hawaiian expression meaning quick (Bwiki wiki’’). His reasoning was simple: The
211quickest way to create a website is to ask all visitors to be authors. Wiki is an unusual
212collaborative space in its total freedom, ease of access and use, and lack of structure.
213As such, Wiki has a significant potential to support collaborative learning.
214In addition to having significant learning potential, the WikiWikiWeb has several
215practical advantages, making it worthy of a scholarship of application. First, the
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216underlying infrastructure (access to the Internet and the Web) needed to support a
217wiki is becoming common. Secondly, as a purely server-side application, there is no
218need to distribute special software to users. All people need to access a wiki is an
219ordinary browser. This lowers the barrier to entry, making it easy for people to
220adopt. Consequently, Wiki has become quite popular.1 As it gains in popularity, the
221question of Wiki’s potential to support learning becomes more important. Third, the
222costs of setting up and maintaining a server are reasonable. A single mid-range
223server (around $2000 as of this writing) can support hundreds of classes and
224thousands of students. The most substantial cost is teacher time. Yet, CSCL has the
225potential to actually decrease that cost (Barab & Squire, 2004, p. 11). By engaging
226students in collaboration, the large numbers in classes can be leveraged to create
227greater opportunities for discussion, reflection, and (consequently) learning.
228Because the increased opportunity for learning is coming from the students
229themselves, the cost for the teacher does not need to rise any further than simply
230providing oversight for the process.
231Thus, for relatively low costs, we believed significant learning benefit could be
232gained. We designed CoWeb (our Wiki implementation) to understand and realize
233the learning potential of the WikiWikiWeb. Following an active DBR strategy, we
234evolved both the technology and its context of use simultaneously.
235Like a wiki, a CoWeb looks like a traditional static website, except that every
236page has a set of buttons that allow the user to do various things, such as edit the
237page (Fig. 1), upload attachments, and view the history of the page over time. Links
238between pages are easily created by referencing pages within the same site by name
239(e.g., *Page Name*). If a page with the given name does not already exist, a Bcreate’’
240link shows up next to the name upon saving; following the link creates the new page
241(Fig. 1).
242While maintaining the essential characteristics, CoWeb varies from the original
243Wiki implementation. CoWeb has had features added and the interface streamlined
244to fit well into classroom use (Guzdial, Rick, & Kerimbaev, 2000). Changes were
245made to better serve our needs (i.e., supporting learning in our various settings). For
246instance, the editing format is a bit different. The original Wiki provides a simple
247text notation without HTML; CoWeb accommodates both the text notation and
248using HTML. In our academic community, most users know some HTML and want
249to use their prior knowledge. Also, CoWebs are easily adaptable. Many of our class
250CoWebs contain extra features that were designed for those specific sites. For
251instance, in mathematics and engineering, the text notation was augmented to allow
252users to easily share Matlab code. Other sites show Bhot spots’’ at the top of every
253page; these can be updated to draw attention to Bhot’’ pages, such as the current
254discussion.2

255Situating CoWeb: Medium in Culture

256In January, 1998, we introduced CoWeb to Georgia Institute of Technology
257(Georgia Tech). Since then, we have iterated on both our design and its context
258of use. We have seen adoption on a massive scale. Over 300 classes have used a

1 According to Alexa (http://www.alexa.com), Wikipedia, a wiki encyclopedia, is one of the top one
hundred sites on the Web.
2 For more about the design decisions made in developing CoWeb, see Guzdial et al. (2000).
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259CoWeb as a collaborative space. This use spans the academic landscape of Georgia
260Tech, including Architecture, Chemical Engineering, Computer Science, LCC
261(Literature, Communication, and Culture), and Mathematics. At times, we have
262used up to ten servers to support these classes. At the time of this writing, Chemical
263Engineering, LCC, Mathematics, and Bioengineering have and maintain their own
264CoWeb servers. Fueled by this adoption, the software has gone through 15 major
265iterations becoming more powerful, flexible, and robust. A wide variety of
266educational activities have been invented by teachers for their classes (Guzdial,
267Rick, & Kehoe, 2001), and we have cataloged some 25 core activities that we see
268tailored to meet specific class needs (Collaborative Software Laboratory, 2000).
269What follows are four case studies of CoWeb adoption. In each, we situate
270CoWeb in Georgia Tech undergraduate classes to support collaborative learning.
271We describe how the use in context influenced our design and our understanding of
272the learning potential of the WikiWikiWeb. To ground each case study (Yin, 2003),
273we have included a rich description of each effort, detailing use, development, and
274findings. This rich description should allow readers to better understand the nature
275of our design-based research (Hoadley, 2002).
276The case studies are presented in roughly chronological order. First, we situate
277CoWeb in architecture. The intense use in architecture drove much of the early
278understanding and evolution of CoWeb. Second, we situate CoWeb in English
279composition. We take a more traditional research approach, examining learning in a
280comparative study. We find that the instructors were able to adopt CoWeb
281successfully, improving learning without incurring disproportionate costs. Third,
282we situate CoWeb in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
283classes. In contrast to our success in architecture and English composition, results
284are disappointing. We conduct interviews and surveys to understand why. We find
285that there are deep cultural barriers in these classes that make adoption of CoWeb
286largely futile. Fourth, we situate CoWeb in Media Computation, an introductory
287computer science class organized around media manipulation. We face the same
288cultural barriers as in the other STEM classes. Yet, through an innovative design, we

Fig. 1 Viewing/Editing a CoWeb page in a standard web browser
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289are able to overcome those barriers. We detail the essential role that CoWeb played
290in realizing this design.
291A recurrent theme in these case studies is one of cultural compatibility—if the
292culture of the context is not compatible, the medium will not succeed. In
293architecture, both the culture of the field and the culture of the classroom are
294compatible with collaboration. CoWeb succeeds. In English composition, the culture
295of the field is not collaborative, but the culture of the classrooms we studied is.
296Again, CoWeb succeeds. In STEM classes, neither the culture of the field, nor the
297culture of the classroom are compatible with collaboration. Consequently, CoWeb
298fails. In introductory computer science, once again, the culture is problematic. Yet,
299we are able to succeed by changing the culture. CoWeb played an essential role in
300allowing that to happen.

301In Architecture: Design and Practice

302One of the first adoptions of CoWeb was in the College of Architecture. In
303architecture, both the culture of the field and the culture of the classroom were a
304good match for a new collaborative medium. Architecture is a design field—the
305primary focus is on creating designs and sharing them with others. Architects must
306be able to convey their designs to fellow architects, clients, project managers, civil
307engineers, etc.
308In the curriculum, it is understood that learning to design is an active process of
309doing (Craig & Zimring, 2000). Because of this, the architecture curriculum is seen
310as a model of how to teach design in an active manner (Kehoe, 2001). Classes are
311often organized as design studios: 6–15 students spend a considerable amount of
312time (e.g., 12 hours per week) working on different designs. Students frequently
313work in groups. In the studio, students work and informally discuss their work with
314each other and their instructor. At different stages of the design, they formally
315display their progress for critique by the instructor and fellow students; if available,
316external critics come in to critique the work. The feedback that students get from
317critique is fundamental to their learning (Schön, 1987). Schön (1987) characterizes
318design as a process of reflection-in-action. A designer must take an action and then
319reflect on that action; others are often part of both the action and the reflection step.
320Communication is fundamental to the field and the classroom. So, when CoWeb
321came along, the architecture faculty were interested in applying it to serve their
322communication needs. Applying new communications technology in the architecture
323studio is by no means a new idea. What made CoWeb unique was that it was a fairly
324unsophisticated (low bandwidth, no special hardware) technology (Zimring, Khan,
325Craig, ul Haq, & Guzdial, 2001); other efforts focused on high-resolution video and
326new hardware that make widespread adoption of the technology impractical.
327Working together with us, faculty created the CoOL Studio (Collaborative On-
328Line Studio for Architecture) CoWeb for a graduate-level studio focusing on
329courthouse design (Craig & Zimring, 2000; Zimring et al., 2001). Students working
330in groups could use the virtual space to coordinate their efforts. In addition, several
331experts on courthouse design were recruited from around the country to critique
332students’ designs. Results were mixed. Students found that it was easier to coordinate
333their team in the already substantial in-class time. External critics used the site to
334comment on designs, but found the lack of dialogue frustrating; they wanted to ask
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335questions of the students. Occasionally, students also were not able to use the critique
336as they had progressed with their designs before critics could respond. On the positive
337side, articulating their design on CoWeb caused students to reflect in a different way
338on their work. Additionally, as critics were able to critique designs, this demonstrated
339that even a low-bandwidth medium could be useful for discussing designs. For this
340insight, the project received significant attention from the Architecture community;
341the American Institute of Architects named CoOL Studio as one of two winning
342projects nationally in the Education Honors Awards Competition.
343Though the CoOL Studio experience was not entirely successful, the Architec-
344ture faculty now had a better understanding of the medium and how it might meet
345their needs. An opportunity to put the medium to use arose quickly. When Georgia
346Tech switched from quarters to semesters, the introduction classes in several design
347fields were combined. All of a sudden, the studio class approach to the introductory
348class proved difficult—it just could not scale to serve that many students. Yet, the
349faculty felt that an active learning style was essential to the education of designers.
350As such, a new strategy had to be developed. CoWeb was to be a fundamental part
351of the solution.
352In Fall 1999, 2CoOL came on-line. It served as the on-line space for 171 first-year
353students for their two-semester introductory class. While the name CoOL stuck,
354neither the classroom nor website was primarily a studio. Because of the class size,
355the faculty had to revert to a lecture-based class. Yet, they used 2CoOL to add
356active elements. Because these students would likely share classes again throughout
357their time at Georgia Tech, it was essential that students form a community. So,
358students were given assignments to create personal pages, review movies, and other
359community-building activities. Students also focused on course content. For
360example, they engaged in large discussions (Craig, ul Haq, Khan, Zimring, Kehoe,
361Rick et al., 2000). The faculty wanted to give students the experience of
362architecture’s collaborative practices, such as design walk-throughs and pin-ups.
363At the end of the year, they created design galleries (pin-ups) for critics to visit. By
364the end of the year, 2CoOL contained over 3000 pages.
3652CoOL was a success—it served the needs of the learning situation. It also
366proved to be a challenge, technically. In 1999, CoWeb was completely redesigned to
367be more flexible and robust. 2CoOL was to be the first real test of the redesign. This
368class was larger and more intense than any previous CoWeb use. In several ways,
369the software buckled under the new strain. For the first few months, the server
370crashed frequently; faculty and students had to learn to accommodate the instability.
371Many software bugs were found and squashed. The size of the site proved difficult as
372well; entirely new problems surfaced. For instance, CoWeb allows users to upload
373files, such as images, to the server. In the original version, all files were added to a
374central uploads page. This solution was adequate for a small class, but quickly
375proved problematic in 2CoOL. The page grew so fast as to become immediately
376unwieldy. To address this, upload directories were added.3 In addition, the architects
377wanted new features to serve their needs. Many of these were implemented. For

3 While upload directories addressed the immediate problem, they were a mediocre solution.
Directories proved unintuitive and awkward to use. Ultimately, page-specific upload areas were
implemented and directories were deprecated. This story illustrates the iterative development so
characteristic of CoWeb’s evolution. Through use, a specific problem arose. A solution was
developed and applied. Through use, the solution was tested and refined.
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378instance, changing the link color based on the age of the page was tried; this
379innovation proved awkward and was abandoned in later versions. Other changes,
380such as combining editing with locking control, became standard. Driven by the real
381needs of 2CoOL, the CoWeb software evolved. It became more powerful, flexible,
382and robust. In particular, we were able to identify different roles (authors, site
383designers, purpose agents, etc.) in the process and how those roles could better be
384supported by the software (Guzdial et al., 2000).
385CoOL Studio and 2CoOL were test beds to apply CSCL to architecture
386education. Faculty worked closely with the developers to apply CoWeb to meet
387their needs, refining both the use and the medium. Since then, our collaboration
388with Architecture has transitioned from being a research project to becoming
389standard practice. The CoOL CoWebs have become a foundation of the
390introductory class. Since 2CoOL, five more CoWebs with roughly 10,000 pages of
391content have been created. Currently, the College of Architecture is seeking to set
392up a new server to serve their needs for the foreseeable future.

393In English Composition: Learning and Cost

394As the software and our understanding of the medium matured, we were ready to
395more closely analyze CoWeb, its benefits and costs. We were interested in
396quantifying benefit and cost in a more traditional classroom. For this, we worked
397with the School of Literature, Communication, and Culture to introduce CoWeb
398into English composition classes. In comparison to architecture, collaboration was
399not as core to the field; however, faculty valued collaboration and had previously
400used other collaborative technologies, such as Web Crossing for chat and discussion
401boards. Unlike our efforts in architecture, we were not seeking to mature the
402medium. Instead, we wanted to get a better understanding of the mature medium in
403a new situation. Could it be used successfully? What were the benefits? What were
404the costs? To make the application more realistic, we, the developers, took a hands-
405off approach; we did little to train or guide the faculty in use of CoWeb.
406This section describes two studies. The first focuses on learning benefit. Two
407classes are compared: One used CoWeb and the other used a newsgroup-style
408discussion board. Our results, both qualitative and quantitative, suggest that CoWeb
409had a significant learning benefit, increasing student performance. Satisfied that
410there was a clear benefit, we turned our attention to cost in the second study. We
411discuss both fixed and marginal cost. In particular, we closely examine teacher time
412as the most significant marginal cost. Our results suggest that CoWeb was a useful
413medium for engaging students in collaborative learning without incurring dispro-
414portionate costs.

415Learning

416In the first study, we compared two sections of an introductory English composition
417class, taught by the same instructor.4 One section (24 students) used CoWeb and the
418other section (25 students) did not. Both classes completed the same assignments—

4 The CoWeb section was chosen at random and students did not know a priori which section
would use CoWeb, so selection bias was minimized.
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419essays and close readings. The CoWeb section used CoWeb for these assignments.
420The comparison section completed the essays off-line and the close readings in a
421threaded-discussion environment. As each section did the same activities, student
422cost (effort) should be identical. To confirm this, we paid several students in both
423sections to track their time spent on the class; no notable differences between the
424groups were observed.
425This study was the first time this teacher had ever used CoWeb for her class. Even
426so, she conceived the on-line assignments for the class and was the first to use close
427readings in CoWeb. In a close reading, an original source text is annotated with
428student comments. In CoWeb, students edit the source text, surround the phrase
429they wanted to annotate with *s, and save the page. The saved page then shows a
430Bcreate’’ button next to that phrase. Students click on it to create a new page to add
431their annotations to that phrase. In the comparison class, the discussion board was
432used for close readings: The source text was the original posting and students replied
433with their annotations. In both sections, students completed close readings based on
434literature and on student-generated chat sessions in Web Crossing. The instructor
435imported the chat session into the CoWeb and the newsgroup respectively for the
436students to annotate.
437The results were positive. Through surveys, we found that the CoWeb section had
438significantly better attitudes toward collaboration than the comparison section.5 In
439addition, the CoWeb section received higher grades (grade breakdown: 7 As, 10 Bs,
4403 Cs, others F or W) than the comparison section (grade breakdown: 19 Bs, 3 Ds,
441others F or W), which indicates better performance and suggests better learning. In
442particular, the instructor noted that the CoWeb section showed more variance; she
443could assess which students were doing quality work, allowing her to assign a
444handful of As. In comparison, the performance of the comparison class was
445uniformly undistinguished.
446We recognize that grades are not a precise measure of performance, and they are
447too large-grained to inform us about where any learning benefit may have come
448from. As such, twelve students were selected randomly from each section and their
449work rated by various criteria. Five assignments were rated: two close reading
450assignments based on student-generated chat sessions, two close reading assign-
451ments based on literature, and one formal essay. To keep individual bias to a
452minimum, two raters (one the course instructor, the other a colleague in the same
453department) rated each assignment on a scale of one to four (four being highest
454performance). No statistically significant differences were found in their ratings, and
455all criteria had better than 70% of the ratings identical. In each rating category, the
456CoWeb section outperformed the comparison section (in most, by a large,
457statistically significant amount).
458On average, the students in the CoWeb section did significantly better than the
459comparison section, particularly on issues of vocabulary and essay organization.
460Several categories show near 1.00 differences in performance; on a scale of one to
461four, one point of difference indicates a large difference in performance. For
462instance, on critical vocabulary application, the CoWeb section average is between 2
463(chosen when Bthe student deploys these terms where appropriate in his/her writing,
464but most are misused’’) and 3 (Bthe student deploys most of these terms where

5 For more quantitative details of this case study in English composition, see Rick, Guzdial, Caroll,
Hollaway-Attaway, and Walker (2002).
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465appropriate in his/her writing, but occasionally misuses them’’), while the
466comparison section average is between 1 (Bthe student never successfully deploys
467these terms where appropriate in his/her writing’’) and 2.
468Overall, we conclude that CoWeb was effective for learning in this study. The
469performance of the students in the CoWeb section was significantly better by many
470key subject criteria over the comparison section. At the same time, attitudes towards
471collaborative learning improved. We speculate that these two factors are not
472independent; instead, as the use of collaborative learning proves beneficial, more
473learning will happen, which in turn improves the attitude towards collaboration.

474Cost

475Now that we have demonstrated a learning benefit, from a scholarship of application
476perspective it becomes important to consider cost. What are the costs? Are the
477benefits worth the cost? Cost breaks down into two categories: fixed and marginal
478cost (Levin & McEwan, 2001). Fixed costs are infrastructure costs of setting up a
479CoWeb server. Marginal costs are the costs of maintaining that server and operating
480classes with CoWeb.
481Due to modern computing, fixed infrastructure costs are low. A server was
482bought for this study, but that server can support at least a dozen classes
483concurrently over several years. CoWeb is a cross-platform and lightweight server
484application that can be run on virtually any hardware (in some cases, old 486’s), so
485even an older server can easily support many classes. Student access to Internet-
486enabled computers is essential for CoWeb use; there was no need to incur any
487additional infrastructure costs as the Georgia Tech campus was already wired for
488Internet connectivity. Nor is use of that infrastructure markedly increased,
489considering that students would need similar amounts of time for other applications
490for the same class (i.e., the discussion board or word processing). At other locations
491where the infrastructure is not in place, that cost may be prohibitive; however, this
492infrastructure is becoming common. The CoWeb software is open-source freeware;6

493thus, there are no software costs.
494Administration costs too are negligible. Besides the tracking software (specifi-
495cally used for gathering study data) and a couple of software upgrades (the CoWeb
496software was still being actively refined), an English professor (not a computer
497specialist) was able to administer the server without assistance. Across the semester,
498the total amount of administration time was less than one hour. By far, the
499dominant cost factor in CoWeb use is instructor time. The instructor for the two
500sections, using self reporting, averaged about 2.5 hours per week of CoWeb usage;
501this is quite reasonable as it is about the same amount of time as an office hours
502session. However, this does not give us a clear idea of how she spent that time or
503how student usage relates to instructor involvement.
504In the term following our learning study, we set up the server to log usage time.
505We did this for two instructors, teaching the same class (the second English
506composition course). The first instructor (Instructor 1) was the instructor for the
507classes in the learning study, and here taught the follow-up course (Class 1: 24
508students, with 1 withdrawing). The second instructor (Instructor 2) was the second
509rater for the performance assessment. This was the first time this instructor used

6 It can be downloaded from http://minnow.cc.gatech.edu/swiki.
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510CoWeb, using one CoWeb for three sections of the same class (Class 2: 64 students,
511with 5 withdrawing). As she was getting used to CoWeb, Instructor 2 still relied on
512another web environment for the class; in contrast, all on-line activities for
513Instructor 1 were done with CoWeb.7 The instructors did different activities with
514their class and have different styles of using the technology, so this data is a good
515cross-section of instructional uses. Table 1 summarizes instructor and student time
516on CoWeb.
517What is most notable is that in both cases the ratio of total time spent by students
518to total time spent by the instructor is similar (10.00 and 8.45). One way to measure
519the cost effectiveness of an educational activity is to contrast the ratio of student to
520instructor time (Levin & McEwan, 2001). By this criterion, lecture is cost effective.
521For each hour of instructor time, there are n hours of total student time (24.00 and
52221.338 respectively in our case) spent engaged in the learning activity. This number
523estimate is a bit high, considering it does not include preparation time for the
524instructor or absenteeism for the students. While lecture scores high marks on
525efficiency, it loses in learning effectiveness, as student involvement tends to be
526passive (particularly for large classes where cost efficiency would be high). In
527contrast, one-on-one tutoring, as may occur during office hours, can be quite active
528and engaging. Unfortunately, one-on-one tutoring is not economically feasible, with
529a ratio of 1.00 hour of instructor time to student time. The CoWeb ratios (around 9)
530on the other hand seem a reasonable compromise of the cost effectiveness of lower
531instructor time with the learning effectiveness of more active learning (as students
532construct artifacts).
533Unlike lectures that have a high attendance level, time-spent using an educational
534technology can be highly varied. One scenario could have an exponential drop-off,
535with only a few students using the technology often. This pattern is often seen in
536learning activities where participation is voluntary (Bruckman, Jensen, & DeBonte,
5372002). While the technology might have marked effects on these few students large
538enough to affect the class average, it probably would not be considered a healthy
539situation in most schools. What we want to see is that the technology is reaching
540most, if not all, students. Analyzing the log files, we found that CoWeb usage in
541these classes varies widely, but it does so in a near linear way. In both cases, there
542seems to be a grouping around the class average with only a few doing significantly
543less or more. For an activity, like homework, a roughly linear distribution with a few
544doing significantly more or less than the average seems acceptable.
545Are some activities more cost effective than others (i.e., requiring less instructor
546time for equal student effort)? If so, cost effectiveness could then be improved by

7 In the future, Instructor 2 plans to only use CoWeb.
8 64 students/3 sections = 21.33 student class hours per instructor hour.

Class 1 Class 2 t1.1

Average student time 17.95 hours 8.13 hours t1.2
Total student time 412.84 hours 484.82 hours t1.3
Total instructor time 41.30 hours 57.35 hours t1.4
Total student time/

instructor time

10.00 8.45 t1.5

Table 1 Instructor and student
time using CoWeb
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547focusing on certain activities and dropping less efficient activities. To test this
548hypothesis, we analyzed student and instructor time on CoWeb across the term.
549Based on this data, we interviewed the instructors to find out what activities
550occurred and how their time was spent. These were our findings: First, almost all of
551the time, the instructor put in some of the effort before the students. So, a significant
552proportion of instructor time is spent on setting up the space; this observation was
553confirmed by both instructors during the interviews. Second, instructor time is
554closely linked to student time for each assignment. No assignment for either
555instructor is far more or less efficient. One way to explain this is that the amount of
556time that instructors and students spend on an assignment is closely related to the
557point value of the assignment; so, the original hypothesis about more efficient
558assignments is flawed.
559Instructor 2 mainly used CoWeb for one large assignment worth 35 percent of
560their grade (weeks 2–12). Students worked in small groups (2–3 members) to
561investigate a decade from 1800–1912. Each group posted a timeline with a
562minimum of ten significant science or technological innovations or discoveries
563identified in that decade; each member of the group researched one of these
564events in depth and wrote a five-page paper on it. The purpose of this project was
565to provide a database of information about science and technology in the 19th
566century that students could use as background for their final project to create a
567website to understand a 20th century phenomenon in terms of its origins or
568background in the 19th century. As such, CoWeb served as a research space
569where students could benefit from the work of their classmates. Although students
570had to link their final project to the class CoWeb for other students to see, the
571final projects were required to be traditional websites and could not be built in
572CoWeb. However, the instructor encouraged students to use CoWeb as a way to
573collaborate on their final project. Most of the use in weeks 13 through 16 is
574attributable to that voluntary collaboration.
575Instructor 1 used CoWeb throughout the term for multiple smaller assignments.
576Students were required to complete three chat-based and one literature-based
577close reading assignments. Also, students posted summaries and discussion about
578the class reading. Instructor 1 also used the space as a way to distribute class
579readings and communicate deadlines and activities to the students. The largest
580chunk of student use came during weeks 15 through 17, when they worked on a
581final project. Like Class 2, the final project for Class 1 was for groups to build a
582website.
583Unlike Instructor 2, Instructor 1 allowed students to do their web project entirely
584in CoWeb; four out of six groups decided to complete their projects entirely in
585CoWeb. Students found interaction on CoWeb useful enough to use it instead of
586traditional website tools, such as Microsoft FrontPage. As students tend to choose
587the most effective ways to accomplish their goals, this is further evidence of CoWeb’s
588cost effectiveness (this time for students). Furthermore, Instructor 1 commented that
589the quality of the final projects was higher than previous classes as CoWeb-using
590students concentrated more on content than on looks. Although the instructor has
591always stressed content over looks, students tended to spend much of their time on
592the appearance of their websites. Because most website creation tools allow you to
593experiment easily with looks, it is only natural that students would find this aspect
594interesting. In contrast, it is almost painful to experiment with the appearance of
595CoWeb pages. Instead of being a detriment in this case, it was an advantage for
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596learning. If CoWeb usage were not seen as cost effective by the students, they would
597not have used it for their final projects, and the final assignment would not have been
598as effective for learning. It is important that instructors and students see a classroom
599technology as cost effective. In addition to CoWeb being a useful environment for
600the final projects, Instructor 1 observed a significant cumulative effect—the CoWeb
601class was already used to concentrating on content.
602For Instructor 1, all class activities, besides office hours and lecture, including
603grading, were conducted on CoWeb. Considering that lecture time was about 50
604hours, roughly 40 hours spent on the class outside of lecture during a semester is
605quite efficient. The 41 hours observed through system logs also matches closely to
606Instructor 1’s self reported average time of 2.5 hours per week spent on CoWeb for
607the previous term, where the learning effectiveness was closely examined.
608While CoWeb’s interface is easy to learn and we (the developers) have produced
609several guides on how to use it in the classroom, we expect a certain significant cost
610to be incurred from using a new technology for the first time. As Instructor 1 had
611previously used CoWeb and taught this course, her level of efficiency (10.00 total-
612student-time:instructor-time ratio) may have stabilized. In contrast, this was the first
613time Instructor 2 used CoWeb. As such, her total-student-time:instructor-time ratio
614would be expected to rise (slightly) over time, as she becomes more comfortable
615with the environment. Also, instructor involvement is highly dependent on teaching
616style. Instructor 1 views her CoWeb interaction as setting up the space for the
617students to work and then letting them loose. In contrast, Instructor 2’s style is one
618of tighter control of what occurs in the space; she is actively involved in the running
619of the activities and likes participating along with the students. This difference in
620styles might cause Instructor 2’s efficiency to be somewhat below Instructor 1’s.
621Even with different styles and uses, CoWeb usage remains cost effective for both
622instructors.

623Reflections

624Overall, these results are extremely positive. In the learning study, we demon-
625strated that one teacher could adopt CoWeb to fit her class. With little guidance,
626she was able to adapt her curriculum to the new medium. Notably, the medium
627was particularly suited for her needs—student performance improved measurably.
628After that initial semester, the teacher grew comfortable enough with the
629technology to adapt all out-of-class activities to CoWeb. When costs were tracked,
630it was found that both fixed costs and marginal costs were reasonable for the
631benefit. Furthermore, we demonstrated that another instructor was able to adopt
632the technology within a semester and that her time commitment was equally
633reasonable.
634Our work in English composition strengthened our belief in the learning
635potential of CoWeb. It is likely that others could similarly adopt the technology to
636benefit their classes. That being said, conditions were good for success. Both
637instructors are dedicated teachers comfortable with technology and firm believers in
638collaborative learning. The curriculum too was amiable, as the core focus was on
639writing and the topics addressed lend themselves to open-ended discussion; writing
640and discussion are core to CoWeb use. It is no wonder that the instructors were able
641to adopt the medium to serve their curricular needs.
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642In STEM: Struggling Against the Tide

643In architecture and English composition, situating CoWeb proved beneficial. Fac-
644ulty were able to adapt the medium to serve their needs. CoWeb proved to be useful
645in supporting learning in these situations. Yet, situating CoWeb has not always been
646successful.
647Adoption in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) classes
648has been overwhelmingly disappointing. Faculty are more reluctant to try CoWeb.
649Even in the few cases where faculty are enthused and committed, students actively
650resist: They do not want to collaborate. After continuously struggling against the
651tide, we gave up on actively situating CoWeb in STEM classes. We shifted our focus
652to understanding why students did not collaborate. We found three cultural barriers
653to CoWeb’s success. Our evidence leads us to believe that these barriers prohibit the
654adoption of collaborative media in these fields. The medium cannot be successful
655while the culture is incompatible.

656Anecdotes of Failure

657Many senior-level engineering classes require students to use calculus. Yet, Georgia
658Tech faculty found that most seniors could not properly recall the calculus they had
659learned previously. The faculty hypothesized that calculus students failed to realize
660that the mathematics they were learning would be important to their future
661education. Thus, once their calculus class concluded, they saw no reason to retain
662those skills. Using CoWeb, a solution was attempted. The Model (short for
663Mathematical Modeling) CoWeb was designed so that classes in different disciplines
664(mathematics, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, etc.) could share the
665same space. The intention was twofold. First, the engineers would have the
666resources to remind them of the calculus needed to complete their assignments.
667Second, the mathematics students could see that the content they were learning
668would be applicable later.
669Results were disappointing. We created a mandatory assignment that required
670collaboration between two of the classes, a senior-level chemical engineering class
671and a junior-level mathematics class. The students in chemical engineering created
672simulations that generated data for the mathematics students to analyze and then
673provide the results back to the chemical engineers. 40% of the mathematics students
674accepted a zero on the assignment rather than collaborate with the chemical
675engineers.
676We had a hypothesis that part of the inhibition to participate was a technical one.
677The contents of these courses involve equations, and equations are difficult to post on
678the Web. We hypothesized that students avoided using CoWeb because they could
679not post equations. To test this theory, we designed a browser applet that allowed
680users to create equations by drag-and-drop. We installed it in the Model CoWeb.
681Faculty used it and praised it; not a single student in either class even tried it.
682The same semester we launched 2CoOL (n = 171), we started a CoWeb in a
683chemical engineering class (n = 24). Ten weeks into the semester, the architecture
684students had generated over 1500 pages, with some discussion pages having over 30
685authors (Craig et al., 2000). Not a single chemical-engineering student had made a
686single posting. In another semester, in a computer science course, only 22 of 340
687students ever posted anything.
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688We have trialed many different CoWeb activities in these classes. Our most
689successful one was the puzzle activity—the teacher posts a challenging problem and
690offers extra credit for the solution, for a partial solution, or for leads that results in
691the solution (Collaborative Software Laboratory, 2000). Approximately 40% of the
692class voluntarily participated in this activity, which is still a far cry from the 70–
693100% participation that we see in architecture and English composition.

694What is Going On?

695These anecdotes paint a stark picture of active resistance to collaboration in
696STEM classes. These students simply showed no interest in collaborating and, at
697times, willingly accepted a decrease in their grade rather than collaborate. We do
698not see that students want to collaborate but are having trouble with the tech-
699nology or with figuring out how best to collaborate; if that were true, we would
700expect to see students trying the equation applet and more than 22 of 340 students
701participating. Rather, we see students actively avoiding collaboration. This is a
702significant problem, not only because these classes are missing out on the op-
703portunity for better learning, but because the engineering school’s accreditation
704board has mandated collaboration as a critical part of an engineer’s education
705(ABET, 1996).
706We have been conducting interviews and questionnaires to try to understand
707what is happening in these classes. The same term we were studying learning in
708English composition class, we surveyed the attitudes in a mathematics and a
709chemical engineering class. Results of an end-of-term survey are summarized in
710Table 2. We see that the English composition class was more positive about CoWeb
711and about collaboration in general than the mathematics and chemical engineering
712classes.
713In another study, we used a midterm exam review in a chemical engineering class
714and in a computer science class to entice students to collaborate; in both classes,
715there was almost no participation. We used a targeted questionnaire to explore why
716there was so little participation. In the chemical engineering class (n = 24), 90% of
717the students said that they were aware of the review, and 70% said that they found it
718useful, but mostly to do on their own. In the computer science class (n = 150), 87%
719of the students said that they were aware of the review, but only 55% found it
720useful. However, the students generally agree with the statement that Bposting
721solutions for comments or questions to the CoWeb is useful.’’ They just did not
722do it.

t2.1Table 2 Attitudes toward collaboration in English Composition, Math, and Chemical Engineering,
average scores on a Likert scale where 1 strongly disagree and 5 strongly agree

Statement English Math Chem.E. t2.2

I enjoy using CoWeb. 3.83 3.48 2.82 t2.3
I would rather work independently on assignments than in groups

or teams.

2.17 2.60 2.41 t2.4

I feel like working with others on assignments is more helpful than

working alone.

4.00 3.64 3.59 t2.5

I found it useful to relate my work to that of others. 4.44 3.48 3.53 t2.6
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723Three Cultural Barriers to Collaboration

724Through our research, we discovered three cultural barriers to collaboration in
725STEM fields: 1) competition and single-answer assignments, 2) the challenge of
726seeking help, and 3) faculty attitudes and models of collaboration.
727Competition and Single-Answer Assignments. STEM students perceived
728their class or the field as being competitive and demanding. Quotes from the
729targeted questionnaire on why students did not participate in the midterm exam
730review bolstered this claim. Students responded that they Bdidn’t want to get
731railed’’ and that Bwith the curve, it is better when your peers do badly.’’ BSince it
732is a curved class, most people don’t want others to do well.’’ Even when the
733instructor made it clear that the class was not curved, students still perceived it
734to be. BIt has to be curved. He can’t flunk us all.’’ Instead of collaborating to
735improve their performance, students counted on a beneficial grade curve.
736Students in engineering and mathematics, additionally, tended to see their
737homework as having only one correct answer, even when faculty stressed that
738this was not the case. Again, it was just the students’ perception. If only one
739correct answer exists (or is perceived to exist) and the class is highly competitive
740and/or curved, it is rational for students not to collaborate or help others. It is in
741a student’s best interest not to participate. Research on collaborative learning
742informs us that the perception of single-answer assignments is a hindrance to
743collaboration. Cohen (1994), in her review of the literature on collaborative
744learning, found that open-ended, ill-structured problems tend to encourage
745productive group learning; if the students perceive that there is only one an-
746swer, there is not as much need for the group.
747The Challenge of Seeking Help. Educational psychology has documented a
748paradox in student behavior when choosing to seek help: If a student is confused,
749he may not want to seek help, perhaps to avoid admitting the confusion. This
750condition is called learned helplessness (Bruer, 1993). Seeking and receiving help
751leads to achievement, but students have to actively seek the help (Webb &
752Palincsar, 1996). Quotes from the targeted questionnaire support the belief that
753the students may have felt that they were so confused that they could not ask
754for help:
755BI haven’t posted about questions because I am confident that my answers are
756wrong.’’ A wrong answer, however, could invite help or lead someone else to a
757correct answer. BI thought I was the only one having problems understanding what
758was asked in the exam.’’ Given the general confusion in the class, this student was
759not the only one struggling. BWho am I to post answers?’’ Instead of posting an-
760swers, the student could have contributed partial answers or clarifying questions.
761Students also felt that if they asked questions, they would be punished in the
762competitive atmosphere: BWhat was I suppose to do with it? Those who answered
763questions were severely criticized by [the teacher].’’ BThe overall environment for
764[this class] isn’t very help-oriented.’’
765Faculty Attitudes and Models of Collaboration. As these quotes demon-
766strate, some faculty were a detriment to a collaborative atmosphere. We have
767witnessed faculty, who were persuaded by their students to start a CoWeb,
768proceed to lock down the vast majority of pages, thereby effectively stifling
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769collaboration. One civil engineering faculty member, upon learning about our
770results, responded, Bbut, undergraduate students should have only single-answer
771problems! Design comes much later!’’ When posed the issue about ill-structured
772problems better supporting collaboration, he replied that he did not believe that
773collaboration was important. He was aware of the ABET (1996) mandate, but
774chose to ignore it. We have had similar responses from other faculty and teaching
775assistants with whom we have spoken. If undergraduate learning is about
776learning facts and skills, then where is the role for collaboration?
777If faculty are not supportive of collaboration, they may not convey to students
778what collaboration is about or how or why they should collaborate. Or, if the
779faculty are supportive, a traditional lecture-style class may not provide students
780with appropriate models for what they are supposed to do in a collaborative
781learning situation. In interviews, engineering and computer science students
782informed us that they did not collaborate in CoWeb because they simply did not
783know what to do there. The students had no models for how to collaborate, nor
784how to learn collaboratively (at least, in these classes).

786Offering the Faculty an Opportunity to Change

787After these studies, we realized that the best opportunity for change was to directly
788address the faculty who might be interested in using CoWeb. In Spring 2001, we
789offered a workshop to Georgia Tech faculty who wanted to use CoWeb. During a
790two-hour lunchtime session, we led a dozen faculty through the use of CoWeb for
791themselves (each had their own station). We had three faculty members talk about
792how they used it. We also offered the faculty support documentation, including a
793copy of the catalog (Collaborative Software Laboratory, 2000) of the activities that
794teachers had invented in their own courses. Each of the faculty used CoWeb during
795the workshop, and all expressed satisfaction (on an exit survey) that it was usable for
796their courses and by them. At the end of Summer 2001, we followed up with each of
797the faculty and offered them additional support, including offers to create and host
798CoWebs for them on our own servers.
799In November 2001, we followed up with the faculty who took our workshop. Only
800one faculty member (from Psychology) had started using CoWeb. The rest, including
801mathematics and engineering faculty, had not adopted it. We conducted a survey. The
802common explanation was a lack of time to explore new options in their classes. We
803used the same survey with a group of faculty actively using CoWeb. We found that
804those teachers who were actively using CoWeb were already using some form of
805collaborative learning in their courses. For the teachers already looking for a
806mechanism to encourage collaborative learning, CoWeb met a need and was thus cost
807effective. For the others, the barrier to entry was too high; the perceived benefit was
808not worth the perceived cost. Given our results, it’s hard to disagree with that
809conclusion.
810Disappointed, we have given up actively trying to situate CoWeb in STEM classes;
811we have switched to a passive strategy of Blet them come to us.’’9 The cultural barriers

9 Since then, a few faculty in STEM fields (in particular, chemical engineering and biomedical
engineering) have adopted CoWeb. In those cases, the faculty had a specific need for CoWeb. We
have helped them set up CoWebs for their classes.
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812are just too high for casual success. In the next section, we detail an exception. We
813summarize how one STEM class was designed, albeit at substantial cost, to encou-
814rage a collaborative culture and the substantial role that CoWeb played in realizing
815this design.

816In Media Computation: Designing Culture

817This section details CoWeb’s role in the Introduction to Media Computation (Media-
818Comp) course at Georgia Tech. This introductory computing course is aimed at
819students in liberal arts, management, and architecture. Unlike our other efforts in
820STEM, we were not simply situating CoWeb into an already established class. In-
821stead, the course was designed around CoWeb: Our goal was to create a collabora-
822tive context in a computer science course. The course was designed to encourage
823collaboration, with explicit encouragement to share artifacts created in the class
824(Guzdial, 2003). Creating this class cost substantial time and effort; however, there
825was a payoff: The results were much more fruitful than we saw in the other STEM
826courses.

827Framing the Problem

828Like in the STEM courses described in the previous section, we are working against
829significant cultural barriers in the field and in the classroom. The experience of in-
830troductory computing courses for most students are solitary affairs (AAUW, 2000).
831While there are efforts (Nagappan, Williams, Ferzil, Wiebe, Yang, Miller et al., 2003;
832McDowell, Bullock, Fernald, & Werner, 2002) to make introductory computing courses
833much more collaborative, these are still quite novel and are not frequently practiced.
834Over the last five years, the overall number of students studying computer science
835in the United States has dropped rapidly—a 50% or more decline at many schools
836(Vegso, 2005)—but this is just the steepest part of the decline. Overall, interest
837among incoming U.S. freshmen in computing has dropped 70% since the late 1980’s
838(Vegso, 2005). The problem of declining interest in computing is particularly severe
839among women and minorities where there has been a decline in numbers of students
840and percentage of majors in this area for the last 30 years (AAAS, 2005; Margolis &
841Fisher, 2002). Several studies (AAAS, 2005; AAUW, 2000; Margolis & Fisher,
8422002; Pfleeger, Teller, Castaneda, Wilson, & Lindley, 2001) have explored why there
843is such a declining interest in computing in the U.S., and they have all come to
844similar conclusions. One of the most prominent findings is that computing courses
845and computing as a field are perceived as being asocial.
846A measurable manifestation of the failure of introductory computing courses to
847engage students is the withdrawal-failure-or-D (WFD) rate—the percentage of
848students who withdraw from the course or earn a D or F (not passing for most
849majors). There are no national or international surveys suggesting what overall
850WFD rates look like for computing courses, but estimates suggest 30–50% WFD
851rates (Roumani, 2002), and empirical studies of WFD rates at specific schools fall in
852that range (Nagappan et al., 2003). The WFD rate for non-CS-majors seems to be
853significantly higher, e.g., 60% at least in some studies (Nagappan et al., 2003).
854It was against this backdrop that Georgia Tech began an initiative to improve the
855success rate in its own mandatory introductory computing course. Every student at
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856Georgia Tech is required to take an introductory course in computing. From Fall
8572000 through Fall 2002, only one course met that requirement. The average WFD
858rate during those years was 28.2%. The inverse of that number is the success rate—
859the percentage of students who complete the course and earn an A, B, or C. Thus,
860that course’s average success rate was 71.8%. While this was well within the norms
861of the field, we wanted to improve it.
862The decision was made to create contextualized computing courses. The
863MediaComp course was designed to meet the computing course requirement for
864students in liberal arts, management, and architecture. The MediaComp course
865introduced the same computing concepts as a traditional introductory course as
866defined in recommendations from national professional organizations (ACM/IEEE,
8672001), but using media-related examples. For example, to learn about iteration,
868students would write programs to iterate across pixels to negate or gray-scale an
869image or increase the volume of a sound. Discussions with faculty in these
870disciplines as part of our design process confirmed that these are relevant
871applications of computing within their disciplines (Guzdial & Forte, 2005).

872Constructing a Collaborative Context

873The use of the CoWeb in the course would allow us to embed the relevant and
874creative activity in a social setting. We chose to adopt uses of the CoWeb drawn
875from our prior observations of and experience with different kinds of classes. As in
876many course CoWebs, we created a BWho’s Who’’ page on which students would
877create their own home-page within the course and introduce themselves (Guzdial
878et al., 2001). We created pages for homework question and answers, and for exam
879reviews where students could post their answers to sample questions from past
880examinations.
881In particular, we adapted several of the elements that were successful in
882architecture. A Bsoapbox’’ enabled students to post messages to appear at the top
883of every page, creating a course-wide forum for news, ideas, and community
884building. We adopted design galleries in which students could share their work. If
885we were successful in creating assignments that encouraged creative expression, on-
886line galleries could provide the opportunity to share that creative output, and thus
887provide a significant social setting for the course.
888We did not attempt to measure the cost of creating the course, but it was signif-
889icant. The challenge of creating the course was not just its definition, but creating
890enough materials to support a large course. The first offering of the course had 120
891students, and the average of the semesters since has been around 300 students.
892The development process for the course materials involved literally dozens of
893students. For example, a programming environment had to be constructed for the
894course. The programming language with which we were teaching, Python,10 was not
895commonly used for introductory computing students, but met the criteria of our
896faculty advisory board and student informants (Guzdial & Forte, 2005). Existing
897Python programming environments were designed for professional programmers
898and were inappropriate for novices (Guzdial, 2004b). We designed our environment,
899JES (Jython Environment for Students), to integrate with the collaborative context

10 Specifically, the Jython dialect: http://www.jython.org.
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900we were designing. For example, we provided facilities for generating Web-friendly
901formats for media, so that students’ work could easily be uploaded and shared in
902galleries.
903The largest cost in creating the MediaComp course was creating the course
904content: student activities, lectures, and examples. A textbook (Guzdial, 2004a) was
905created to support the course. Student homework assignments had to be defined
906that built upon the social context we were trying to construct. The assignments were
907created to offer open-ended opportunities for creativity and sharing. For example,
908an early assignment (at week four or six in the fifteen-week semester) asks students
909to create a collage where some small picture is composed into a collage canvas at
910least four times; one time could just be a copy, but the other three involved some
911kind of image manipulation, such as color modification, cropping, or scaling.
912Students were then invited to share their collages with their peer students in the
913gallery page.

914Results

915In the initial offering of the course, we made a significant effort to measure the
916success of the design decisions that we had made (Rich, Perry, & Guzdial, 2004;
917Forte & Guzdial, 2004). We conducted surveys at the start, midterm, and
918completion of the course. We also conducted interviews with students in the course
919at two points during the semester.
920From the start, we achieved the goal of improved success in the course. In the
921first semester, 90.0% of the students who enrolled in the course succeeded with a
922passing grade. Just over 85% of the students succeeded in the following two
923semesters. Compared to the 71.2% success rate of the original course and con-
924sidering that the students were neither engineering, nor computing majors, the
925success rates have been quite high.
926As in 2CoOL, the use of the CoWeb was integral from the very beginning.
927Hundreds of pages were created each semester, with many artifacts created from
928homework assignments (e.g., visual collages, audio collages, digitally created
929animations) being shared on gallery pages. Students told us of the value of the
930galleries in interviews:

931It’s nice to see other people, like what they did with it [the assignment].
932I don’t ever look at it [the homework gallery] until after I’m done. I have a
933thing about not wanting to copy someone else’s ideas. I just wish I had more
934time to play around with that and make neat effects. But JES will be on my
935computer forever, so. . . the nice thing about this class is that you could go as
936deep into the homework as you wanted. So, I’d turn it [the homework
937assignment] in, and then me and my roommate would do more after to see

what we could do with it.

939

940Students whom we interviewed told us about the role of collaboration and the
941CoWeb in the course:

942[On opportunities for creativity and social interaction] Actually, I think
943[collaboration] is one of the best things about this class. My roommate and I
944took full advantage of the collaboration. It was more just the ideas bouncing off
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945each other. I don’t think this class would have been as much fun if I wasn’t able
946to collaborate.

948[On CoWeb use] It’s not just about the class. . . People talk about anything, it’s a
949little bit more friendly than just Bhere’s your assignment.’’

950

951The challenge of the course design was to create a classroom context for collab-
952oration in a traditionally problematic domain, computer science. Perhaps a sign of
953the success of the course design was that survey results suggested that students
954thought of MediaComp as something different than computer science. In the Fall
9552003 final course survey, we asked students about their interest in taking additional
956computer science and additional media computation classes. 23.4% of the students
957surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement BI’m interested in
958taking further classes in computer science’’—but with 52.9% disagreeing or strongly
959disagreeing with the statement. However, 42.6% of the surveyed students either
960agreed or strongly agreed with the statement BI’m interested in taking further
961classes in Media Computation,’’ with only 34.1% disagreeing or strongly disagree-
962ing. Considering that MediaComp is computer science, one would expect responses
963to computer science to be at least as high. Students were more excited about media
964computation, which succeeded at least in part because of our success at creating a
965collaborative context for the course.

966Understanding Wiki to Support Learning

967It has been eight years since we first conceived of applying the WikiWikiWeb to
968learning situations. Since then, we have designed our own Wiki implementation,
969CoWeb, to serve learning purposes and supported its adoption in a wide variety of
970authentic contexts. We have seen CoWeb support collaborative learning, particu-
971larly in disciplines where open-ended discussion and reflection through writing are
972valued. In architecture, the medium enables a large class to still be grounded in
973active learning and to maintain a community feel. In English composition, teachers
974were able to adopt the technology to benefit learning at low cost. Students were able
975to concentrate on content (rather than looks) to achieve better results. In many
976cases, teachers and students were able to go beyond adopting the medium to
977inventing new uses to serve their needs (Guzdial et al., 2001).
978However, we have also had negative experiences. In STEM courses, significant
979barriers prevented the medium from being successfully adopted. These barriers are
980primarily a function of the cultural context. Thus, no matter how much we improved
981the medium, the barriers still existed. Many students never even tried CoWeb. To
982summarize these findings, culture trumps medium. If a culture is incompatible with a
983medium, the medium will fail. The issue of cultural compatibility is not a new one.
984For instance, van Aalst and Chan (2001) recognize that cultural compatibility is
985essential for effective CSILE use.
986If computer-supported collaborative learning is to succeed on a large scale, issues
987of recognizing and changing culture cannot be ignored. Changing an established
988culture is not easy; it takes significant time and effort. A new medium can play a
989meaningful role in that effort. Lipponen and Hakkarainen (1997) observe that
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990students using CSILE were able to slowly transition from a fact-centered to a more
991explanation-centered epistemology over the course of a year. In our efforts, CoWeb
992served as an essential part of a design to change the culture of an introductory
993computer science class.
994Understanding a new medium is critical to using it to support collaborative
995learning. Situating the medium is the method by which we gain that understanding. By
996situating CoWeb in a number of diverse socio-cultural contexts, we better understand
997the learning potential of one new medium—the WikiWikiWeb. We were then able to
998use that understanding to develop MediaComp to address a consequential learning
999problem (the perceived asocial nature of computer science). It is our hope that,
1000through this article, others will better understand the WikiWikiWeb’s potential to
1001support collaborative learning. By understanding that potential, they will be better
1002equipped to realize that potential to address their own learning goals.

1003Revaluing the Scholarship of Application

1004In the last eight years, we have also realized that our research approach differs from
1005previously articulated, established approaches in the learning sciences. While our work
1006is design-based research, we do not tightly control the context of use, as in a design
1007experiment. Instead, we try to support others in situating a new medium to serve their
1008needs. Frequently, this requires taking a Bhands-off’’ approach, allowing others to adopt
1009the technology as they see fit. Because the context of use varies, how to identify learn-
1010ing benefit varies. In architecture, that students are able to engage in active learning and
1011establishing a community are the learning benefits. In English composition, better per-
1012formance on writing is the learning benefit. In addition to learning benefit, costs are
1013important. If a medium is to be used, that use must be practical as well. If the adoption
1014cost is too high, the medium cannot succeed. In STEM classes in particular, the cost of
1015adoption is substantial, requiring far more than simply making CoWeb available. All of
1016this combines to make this research a messy, situated enterprise. Yet, it is necessary to
1017properly understand the potential of the WikiWikiWeb.
1018We realize that this positions this research as a scholarship of application. Rather
1019than hide this, we proclaim it. The application mode is essential to the nature of our
1020research enterprise. We seek to understand the learning potential of a new medium.
1021Situating the new medium in a variety of authentic socio-cultural contexts is the best
1022method we know of to understand that potential. Due to the nature of this work, it
1023must by done in the application mode. By acknowledging this, we hope to revalue
1024this mode of scholarship in the learning sciences. As understanding the learning
1025potential of a new medium is important to the learning sciences, the field must learn
1026to value the scholarship of application.
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